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New Design and Feature Packed
'Fast and Easy to Use'

An Unbeatable Collection for
Academic Libraries

An all new site design to meet the needs of today’s
students and faculty. Now with ‘responsive design’,
Britannica Academic provides a fast convenient way to
access high-quality, comprehensive information across
disciplines and subjects.

Britannica Academic is unmatched in its coverage and
accuracy and has been praised for its accessibility and
reader engagement, with a variety of multimedia and
research tools that accompany the articles.

The Essentials for Conducting
Thorough Research - All from
One Site!
Britannica Academic provides fast, reliable and convenient
access to high quality content whether it’s a comprehensive
answer or just a quick and clear overview of a topic, event,
fact, place or person.
A fresh and engaging look, with a new user interface and
a cleaner overall design. Predictive search together with
Keyword and Boolean options make this fast and easy
to use.

• S
 upport ESL Students

• Integrated Article Page

	Discover excellent multi-language support tools with
Translate, Text -To-Speech, Double-Click Dictionary and
Variable Font Size.

	
Provides access to Media, Related Content, Citations
and Topics all on one page.

• U
 niversal Access

• F
 ast Citations

 ritannica’s Universal Access enables users to
B
access Britannica Academic content through Google
and other search systems, databases, and single
sign-on technologies.

	
Integrated automatic citation tools for MLA, APA, Harvard
or Chicago Manual of Style, make it easy and convenient
for students to cite their work accurately.

Trusted by More Colleges and
Universities than any Other
General Reference Resource

Features

• Encyclopædia Britannica®

• My Research

• Articles & Media Browse

• EBSCO Journals & Periodicals

• World Fact Book

• Database Resources

• Primary Sources & eBooks

• Dictionary & Thesaurus

• Biographies Browse

Institutions include Australian National University, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Columbia University, Cornell
University, John Hopkins University, Peking University,
Princeton University, Stanford University, University College
Dublin, University of Notre Dame, University of Oxford,
University of Southern California, Universiti Teknologi MARA
(UTM) Malaysia, Washington University and many more.

Unmatched Accuracy & Unique Perspectives

Easy Technology Integration

Britannica employs a dedicated staff of in-house professionals – and has an extensive network
of Nobel laureates, renowned scholars, advisers, content specialists and writers – who ensure
that Britannica Academic is current, accurate, unbiased, relevant, comprehensive, international
in scope and engaging to all students, researchers and faculty.

Greater discoverability of resources:

It remains the number one online general reference of its kind – used,
trusted, quoted, and cited by the best institutions in the world.

Web: elearn.eb.com | Email: bol@eb.com.au | Phone: +61 2 9915 8800

#1

My Research
Allows students and faculty to easily manage all of their
research in one place. Create, edit, organise, save and
share your favourite content.

Easily integrates with your institution's discovery layers resulting in
fast and relevant results. Britannica Academic offers an API that can
be used to integrate the content into federated search tools, as well
as offering LTI and IP authentication options. Britannica Academic is
accessible across all devices and screen sizes.

Web: elearn.eb.com | Email: bol@eb.com.au | Phone: +61 2 9915 8800

Britannica® ImageQuest™
quest.eb.com
• All image rights are cleared for educational use
• Classroom ready for LMS, whiteboards, tablets,
notebooks, PC & Mac
• Select from over 60 of the world’s best image libraries
• My Images feature for browsing, review and selection
• Individual login to save and organise your images
• Clear copyright and source information for correct
citation and reference
• Predictive search with improved filtering
• Print, download, save or email images
Access millions of images from over 60 of the world's best and most respected image libraries - all from one safe site.
Collections include the Bridgeman Art Library, Getty Images, National Portrait Gallery of London, Nature Picture Library,
Science Photo Library and other leading names. All have joined with Britannica® to provide the best and broadest collection
of proprietary educational imagery.

®

Britannica eBooks
ebooks.eb.com
Britannica’s eBooks offer a time-saving and economical way
to make authoritative, curriculum-aligned content available
anytime in the classroom, in the library, or at home. Britannica
titles in science, technology, engineering and mathematics
provide trustworthy resources for reading, writing and
research. E-StaxTM, our multi-feature free platform, provides
unlimited access to high-quality eBook content and services
you need to support your research.

Merriam - Webster™ Unabridged
dictionary.eb.com
The leading dictionary for modern international English,
Merriam-Webster Unabridged provides one of the
world’s most comprehensive dictionary tools in an
engaging platform.

Key features:
• 700,000 definitions
• 114,000 quotations
• 158,000 etymologies
• 107,000 example phrases

•
•
•
•

Audio Pronunciations
Collegiate Thesaurus
Synonyms & Antonyms
Medical Dictionary
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